It is noted that a. common mass flux m appears in all equations. This is also true for multidimensions.
Since the mass flux is common for all equations, its effects will thus perpetuate in all variables. Hence, we suggest thai il is desirable to observe this fact. ,,,in(i,L,gtR) , it = . ''In,a,×(.'. I,I) .
where a* is |he critical spee(l of sound. For ideal gas, we have 
where I1" is a veclor of primitive variables, (p, u. v. T) T and all other variables are standard. The preconditioning malrix takes the
The cutoff parameter M,., is introduced to prevent a singulal'ily al stagnation point.
It is a user-specitied parameter. 17nfortunately it does have sortie effects on the solution in some situations, as will l)e displayed later (in Fig.  4 ). The effect of 3I,,> generally is minor, bul couht t)e of significance in SOnle situations.
a.s suggested l)v Weiss [11] . can be added 1o enhance robustness near a stagnation l)oint.
The reference quantity .1I_ is also 1)ounde(1 Dora al)ove to unity as loca] 31 exceeds one.
As a resuh, the eigenvalues of the flux .lacobian of F with respecl (.o IlL i.e., l'-l?).b'/011" are u. and
where M = u/a is (he unsealed .\lath nunlbet'. Several remarks can be made concerning lhe eigenvalues of the l)recondilione(l system.
Firstly, we have a bound for (he coetficient.
Secondly, the speed of sound is llOW re-scaled by the scaling factor .f( M; 31.). Thus. a new sl)eed of sound can be defined.
,5 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics li is reminded that a in tile above equation he given in Eq. (12).
Tile scaling factor is also bounded. 
\Ve can wrile fil t, ill the following general forlll.
-M_)-M_(I,;
-p.,+,). [l,., _,,+l ] (a4/ z,= ,_I?,7+ _ Ill this paper we suggest, another formula. code has a parameter controlling the use of the preconditioning matrix F. \Ve kept.the default vahte to be 3M 2, _< 1 under which condition F wasactivated. In this paper we will demonstrate the effectivenessof using the numerical speed of sound in calculating flows a.t all speeds, specifically focusing on two issues: (1) convergencerate and (2) accuracy. \Ve will show that the convergencerat.eis improved for the entire flow speedregime and the calculated solutions are in excellent agreelnen! with data.
Shuttle
External Tank In all calculations for this problem, we made 200 slel)s for each of two coarser grids l)rior t.o lhe finest grid, on which 3000 more steps were continued unless noted otherwise. In l"ig. On the other hand, the convergence his-tories with the useof the numerical speedof sound display improvementover those wi(hout it, as shown in Fig. 7 . As no(ed earlier in Table I 
where we have _k,._ given ill gq.
(33). As 3/.i, :11j+1 --+ 0. we get 1 ',._4 = (2 + :#)
Hence, if D = 0(1). then li_, = O(U1/2), aS "1/2 << 1. 
What is left is to determine the expression of D. Firsl. we rel{lal"k thai the condition for capturing a stationary contact disconlilmitv requires P.i_'+ = P.j+l_,'- 
